
Paradise 1841 

Chapter 1841: Almost Killed 

 

Aza’s clone’s defense was still there. 

At the same time, the giant black eye in the middle of His flesh began to reveal blood-colored sigils. 

Lin Huang put his guard up immediately when he noticed this change. 

The countless sigils merely swirled in His eye for less than a breath of time before ink-black energy 

began to gather frantically in the eye. 

Within a second, Lin Huang could already feel the threat coming from the aura released from the eye. 

“Tm afraid I’ll be injured terribly or perhaps even killed outright by this attack.” 

Lin Huang frowned lightly. With a thought, countless God Weapon flying daggers turned into a sky full of 

blood-colored lightning. They began to penetrate the obstruction of the tentacles, attacking that black 

eye. 

However, a strange thing soon happened. 

All of the God Weapon flying daggers seemed to have hit an invisible huge wall when they arrived within 

a few meters of the eye. 

Not only could they not penetrate the wall, the blood-colored flying daggers seemed to have mired in 

mud. Even the Divine Telekinesis that Lin Huang had attached to them had been wiped out. 

Lin Huang spread out his Divine Telekinesis with slight confusion. He wanted to know what that layer of 

invisible membrane was exactly. 

However, just when his Divine Telekinesis touched it, he sensed a vicious aura contaminating his Divine 

Telekinesis quickly. It was even coming at him through the Divine Telekinesis. 

Without hesitation, he disconnected the Divine Telekinesis that was contaminated directly. His 

expression became a little serious now. 

“Was that Abyssal energy as well?” Lin Huang quietly communicated with Eternity Fire in his body. 

“It shares the same source as Abyssal energy, but it’s more powerful and more vicious,” Eternity Fire 

responded instantly, “If I’m not mistaken, it might be the Dominator Power of Aza’s Primordium.” 

In reality, Lin Huang had already guessed it. However, he had hoped that it was not the truth. He could 

only accept the outcome after getting the confirmation from Eternity Fire. 

“Tm regretting more and more that I didn’t kill Him directly before…” Lin Huang forced a smile. 

It had to be said that he was paying the price for his greed. 

Initially, he thought the Kingdom in His body would be an unprecedented reward after killing Him. If he 

had killed Him together with the sealed dimension, it meant that he would get nothing in return. 

That moment of greed caused him to choose to let Him go, allowing Him to escape that dimension. 



Since then, His trump cards had gotten more and more ridiculous. 

At first, He used the strength of Aza’s Primordium to elevate his combat strength to dominator-level 

rank-6. 

Currently, He had clearly borrowed the strength of Aza’s Primordium to channel this attack. 

Judging by His current stance, when He was ready to attack, Lin Huang might be crushed entirely if he 

was hit. 

He did not expect to have dug himself such a big hole unintentionally. 

However, there was nothing that he could do. He could only fight Him forcefully now. 

With a thought, the 26 sword formations cut through the layers of obstructions and tore through space 

consecutively, attacking Aza’s clone’s black eye. 

He knew that he had to seize the time he had before He finished charging His attack. 

Otherwise, he would be faced with intense danger once the attack was launched. 

The 26 sword formations turned into giant swords and were swung consecutively as he controlled them 

with his thoughts. 

One swing, two swings, three swings. 

Lin Huang stared fixedly at the changes on the layer of invisible obstruction before the eye. 

He finally saw rippled waves when the first swing was swung. 

As expected, it was a layer of invisible, undetectable defense. 

Even with Lin Huang’s sword formations’ attack, it merely caused a light ripple. 

Meanwhile, the sword formations began to collapse after the first attack. They seemed to have been 

disintegrated by something. The large amount of God Weapon flying daggers lost control and collapsed 

as well. 

Before he had lost control over less than one-third of the God Weapon flying daggers, Lin Huang recalled 

all of them. 

If the first swing was resolved so easily, then the second, third and fourth swings would not fare any 

better. 

The sword formations encountered the same outcome as they attacked. 

Once the circles of black ripples appeared on the defense, the sword formations were dissolved and 

collapsed instantly. 

Fortunately, Lin Huang had experienced that the first time, so he managed to recall them in time after 

that. 

He had recalled more than half of the flying daggers he had. 

The 26 sword formations slashed a total of 26 swings. 



However, all of Lin Huang’s most powerful attack techniques were completely blocked by the invisible 

defense. It did not harm the eye of Aza’s clone at all. 

Seeing that He was almost ready to attack, Lin Huang gave up on making more sword formations 

decisively. Black mirrors began to consolidate before him quickly. 

Within a blink of an eye, over a hundred black mirrors were formed. 

However, he did not stop just yet. Instead, he continued to make more. 

He had been staring fixedly at the eye. He did not dare to relax at all. 

A moment later, he finally saw changes in Aza’s clone’s eye. The countless sigils faded entirely, and the 

black fog on it began to rumble like waves. 

At the same time, Lin Huang felt a fatal threat hanging over his head. It felt as if death might come 

anytime. 

The next second, Aza’s clone’s eye released an endless black gleam. It was like a shockwave, but its 

speed was as fast as lightning. 

The moment the black gleam lit up on the eye, the countless black mirrors in front of Lin Huang 

exploded frantically. 

It only took a second for the thousands of black mirrors that were stacked before him to turn into dust. 

Lin Huang could not react in time at all. By the time he reacted, he discovered that the flesh from his 

chest to his abdomen were almost gone. 

Sticky black liquid began to spread in all directions from his wound. His body began to mutate and 

deform quickly. 

Meanwhile, Aza’s clone, who had launched that successful attack from far away, finally shut His black 

eye. He used His other eyes to observe the changes going on with Lin Huang. 

At the same time, He spread out His Divine Telekinesis in Lin Huang’s direction. 

At that moment, a couple of blood-colored electric arcs appeared out of thin air, targeting the body of 

Aza’s clone. 

All of the tentacles that were blocking were turned into dust wherever the blood-colored electric arcs 

passed through. 

Though Aza’s clone was still in a state of shock, His Divine Telekinesis finally saw what those couple of 

blood-colored gleams were. 

They were the battle swords shrunken from the sword formations! 

After releasing the trump card, Aza’s clone had His Dominator Power drained significantly. The invisible 

defense faded automatically as the main eye was shut. He was helpless to defend against the sudden 

attack coming from Lin Huang. 

‘Without the obstruction of the tentacles and eye, His giant body was like a fish on the chopping board. 



Within a blink of an eye, He was crushed into a pile of mush by the sword formations. 

Only then did Lin Huang step out into the sky. 

He glanced at the “Lin Huang” that had been completely mutated not far away. A golden card in his 

hand had been crushed automatically, turning into sparkles. 

The “Lin Huang” who was mutated not far away began to collapse automatically, transforming into 

nothingness. 

“Tmight have really been killed by you if I didn’t have the Substitute Card…” Lin Huang mumbled softly 

to himself.. 

Chapter 1842 Meeting Death Spring Again 

In reality, Lin Huang had made full preparations when he realized that the attack was invincible earlier. 

While he stacked the black mirrors, he redeemed a couple of Substitute Cards just in case. 

As for the God Weapon flying dagger sword formations that appeared suddenly, he secretly made them 

when he was hiding. He had hidden them with him in another dimension. 

Initially, he planned to use them as soon as he found Aza’s clone’s flaw when facing Him and hopefully 

catch Him off-guard. 

In the end, the attack he prepared came in handy, and killed Aza’s clone in an instant. 

At the same time he sensed His aura vanish, a kill target notification box popped up in front of him. 

Not far away, the body of Aza’s clone began to dissolve. 

The tentacles, sarcomas and eyes all turned into black fog and faded away. 

The entire process lasted less than three minutes before it ended entirely. 

All that remained of the gigantic body of Aza’s clone was an ink-black eyeball hovering in the air. 

The eyeball even began to shrink quickly after seemingly losing support of its other body parts. Within 

the blink of an eye, it had shrunk to the size of a regular person’s eyeball. Rather than an eyeball, it 

actually looked more like a black gem the size of a thumb. Lin Huang stretched out his hand and 

squeezed it between his two fingers. He examined it carefully. 

“Can this be the eye of Aza’s Primordium?” He said, feeling unsure. 

“It’s indeed some living being’s eye, but I’m not sure if it belongs to Aza’s Primordium.” 

Xiao Hei responded directly. 

“If it’s really the eye of Aza’s Primordium, who could’ve removed His eye? Can it be that He did it himself 

in order to make a clone?” Lin Huang was even more confused now. 

This time, Xiao Hei did not provide a response. 

The Soul-controlling Tablet that was usually quite knowledgeable did not say anything either. Clearly, it 

did not know the origin of this thing 



Lin Huang hesitated. Curious, he began to check it out by spreading his Divine Telekinesis over it. 

He did not expect his consciousness to be dragged into a dark dimension as soon as his Divine 

Telekinesis touched it. 

He was more than familiar with this place. The reason being was that it was the third time he had 

entered a similar dimension. 

It was just that he did not expect to be dragged into this place unsuspectingly even with this current 

combat strength. 

Apart from that, the feeling was almost the same as before. 

Not only did he lose all of the sensory abilities toward the outside world, he could not sense the 

Kingdom in his body, his own Divine Telekinesis, the Goldfingers in his body and the God Weapons. 

One had to know that the effect of the Combat Strength Upgrade Card was still present. His current 

combat strength was at dominator-level rank-6. 

However, even at dominator-level rank-6, the feeling he had in this dimension seemed to be no 

different than when a regular person entered. 

Just as Lin Huang was quickly thinking about how to escape, a dark-red glow suddenly lit up not far 

away. 

However, he was not killed immediately this time. 

He could sense faintly that it was an eye that was watching him. ‘Aza’s Primordium?!’ 

Just as he thought that, he faintly saw something ink-black squirming behind that dark-red eye. 

The next second, he saw a black gleam sparkling between his brows. His consciousness was removed 

directly afterward. 

When he returned to the material realm, he flicked the eyeball in his hand directly. 

Subsequently, Xiao Hei’s voice rang in his ears. 

“Did you go into that dark dimension again?” 

“Yes,” Lin Huang responded, “Did you sense the unusualness this time?” 

“No, a Substitute Card was suddenly crushed,” Xiao Hei answered. 

Lin Huang spread out Divine Telekinesis into his body and found out that a Substitute Card that he 

redeemed earlier had indeed been used. 

A mirror consolidated before him. He looked between his brows. 

He sensed a faint, illusory pain where he had been attacked earlier. He could not help but rub the space 

between his brows. 

At that moment, a throb rumbled from deep within his God’s soul. 



He sank his consciousness into his body and found out that the strange fluctuations came from the 

Nirvana Trees. 

After a brief moment of hesitation, Lin Huang probed with his Divine Telekinesis. 

The next second, his consciousness fell into a daze. When he snapped back to his senses, he was on a 

blood-colored beach. 

There was a dazzling golden ocean not far from him. He could not see the end of the ocean at all. 

“Is this the death spring?!” 

Lin Huang was familiar with the place that he was currently looking at because it was not his first time 

here. 

He was dragged into this dimension when he refined the Nirvana Trees for the first time before 

elevating to lord-level. As he was about to spread out his Divine Telekinesis to find the source of the 

unusual fluctuations, he suddenly realized that he could not sense his Divine Telekinesis at all. 

Not only that, this dimension seemed to be similar to the dark dimension before, blocking everything 

apart from his five senses. 

Although he could see the scene before him and hear the sounds of the surrounding environment, he 

had completely lost the ability to sense his Dominator Power, Kingdom, God’s soul, Goldfingers and God 

Weapons. 

Just as Lin Huang was debating on his next course of action, he suddenly saw a golden pupil slowly 

consolidate in the sky of the borderless death spring. 

When the pupil was completely formed, it even took a good look at him. 

An ancient divine voice came in the sky. “Don’t be afraid, young man. I come in peace.” 

“Are you… Death Spring?!” Lin Huang could not help but ask. “Death Spring, Styx, Underworld, 

Netherworld, Hell… Those are my names, and I possess their respective forms as well,” the ancient 

divine voice replied calmly. 

He was really a senior. 

Not only that, Lin Huang could feel that he was definitely not a match for this senior even though he was 

currently at dominator-level rank-6. 

“I wonder if there is a reason behind senior summoning me here?” Lin Huang only asked after thinking 

for a moment. “The reason is simple. It’s because you escaped from Aza alive,” the ancient divine voice 

replied. 

“Was that eye really the eye of Aza’s Primordium?” Lin Huang could not help but ask immediately. 

“Naturally, the eye belonged to Aza’s Primordium.” A black crystal hovered in front of the golden pupil 

directly as the ancient divine voice continued, “It’s just that it’s just a piece of flesh that He made 

casually, not His real eye.” “So it wasn’t Aza’s Primordium who attacked me in the dark dimension?” Lin 

Huang understood now. 



“It was just a thought remnant left behind in the piece of flesh,” the ancient divine voice replied while 

smiling, “But it’s amazing that you managed to escape.” “Is Aza really that powerful?!” Lin Huang was a 

little shocked now. He initially thought that the dark dimension was set up by Aza’s Primordium 

intentionally. Never had he imagined that it was just a thought remnant. 

“He’s at dominator-level rank-9, so what do you think?” The ancient divine voice smiled and said. “Rank-

9?!” Lin Huang was completely dumbfounded. He found it hard to snap back to his senses for some 

time. 

He had thought of many possibilities before. At first, he thought that Aza’s Primordium was a 

powerhouse at dominator-level rank-5 at most. After encountering His clone here, he had even higher 

expectations of the ability of Aza’s Primordium. However, he thought He would be at dominator-level 

rank-7 at most. 

Never had he thought someone would confirm that He was at rank-9! 

Chapter 1843 Virtual Sovereign 

 

The information Lin Huang obtained from Death Spring could be said to have been completely beyond 

his expectations. 

“In the infinite universe, dominator-level rank-5 is already a peak powerhouse. If Aza’s Primordium is at 

rank-9, wouldn’t that mean that He’s invincible?!” 

“You can say that,” Death Spring’s tone was calm, “Although I’m already at dominator-level rank-9 

myself, I’m not His match when He wakes up.” 

“Is there anyone else who is at dominator-level rank-9?” Lin Huang asked immediately. 

Naturally, he instantly thought of gathering a couple of dominator-level rank-9 powerhouses to suppress 

Aza. 

“There were, but they were either killed or banished by Virtual Sovereign. He even wiped them from 

history. There are a small number who have been hiding since Virtual 

Sovereign showed up who have never appeared again,” Death Spring explained, “The ones that I’m sure 

are still alive are only Aza and myself.” 

“Who is this Virtual Sovereign?!” Lin Huang said in shock. 

He could not imagine how powerful an entity was, to be able to kill and banish dominator-level rank-9 

powerhouses, and suppress them to the point where they no longer 

dared to show themselves. 

“Virtual Sovereign is an entity that has surpassed all dimensions, realms, time and space. He’s also the 

creator of the virtual realm. On a certain level, He was the one who 

created I, Aza and the group of founders of the virtual realm.” 

“An entity that surpasses dominator-level rank-9?!” Lin Huang continued to ask. 

“He didn’t just surpass dominator-level rank-9, but all levels,” Death Spring corrected him. 



Seeing that Lin Huang was still a little confused, Death Spring added, “He’s a Transcender, an entity that 

surpasses everything. If there’s a level above dominator-level 

rank-9, then He would transcend above that level. As long as something exists, He can transcend above 

it.” 

“Just like a novel author, who’s always above the world of the novel?” Lin Huang grasped the concept 

somewhat now. 

“No, the novel author exists, so He’s even above the author,” Death Spring corrected him once again. 

Lin Huang finally understood it now. “So He’s a Russian Matryoshka doll. As long as there’s a setting, He 

would go beyond it. No wonder He’s called the Transcender…” 

“Does such a person really exist?” Lin Huang’s words indicated his suspicion. “Can it be that this guy 

named Virtual Sovereign fooled you guys?” 

“I’m not exactly sure if it’s real or not.” Death Spring did not provide a confirmed answer this time. “No 

matter what, that was how the Virtual Sovereign explained it to us 

back then.” 

“Moreover, according to Virtual Sovereign, apart from Him, there’s another entity like Him called the 

Originator. The reason He’s called that is because He’s the origin of all 

things.” 

“The virtual realm was created by Virtual Sovereign by borrowing the Originator’s power. Even the 

infinite universe you guys are in was created by the Originator on His 

own after creating the virtual realm.” 

“According to Virtual Sovereign, everything came from the Originator, including Himself. It also includes 

all of the tangibles, intangibles, information, energy, 

consciousness, will… As well as all time, space and all of the authors in all of the dimensions.” 

“The authors are so pitiful. Apart from being rushed by editors and readers, there are two bosses above 

controlling them,” Lin Huang teasingly said while smiling. 

“Because they found out about Transcenders, people like Aza who pursued transcendence created 

chaos in the infinite universe and the virtual realm,” Death Spring 

continued to say. 

“That’s why Virtual Sovereign could no longer hold back and taught those people a lesson?” Lin Huang 

guessed the outcome instantly. 

“Yes. He killed and banished them.” 

“Then why is Aza only in a state of deep sleep? Isn’t what He did serious?” Lin Huang asked further. 

“What he did had the worst consequences,” Death Spring’s tone became a little gloomy now. “He’s the 

one who instigated everyone to pursue transcendence, and He was 

their leader.” 

“Virtual Sovereign said He didn’t kill him because He saw Aza’s future,” Death Spring continued, “He said 

that there would be two endings for Aza in the future. In one, He 



would become a Transcender, while in the other, there would be another Transcender. His existence is 

crucial to the other Transcender.” 

“Alright, then…” Lin Huang did not know what to say now. 

Perhaps a powerhouse like Virtual Sovereign could really probe Aza’s future by standing outside the 

timeline. 

“I summoned you here because I think you might be the person Virtual Sovereign predicted,” Death 

Spring finally spoke of the real reason why he showed himself to Lin 

Huang. 

“Do you mean that I might become a Transcender?!” Lin Huang widened his eyes. He had not thought of 

that at all. 

After all, a Transcender’s ability sounded way too fantastical. 

Although he was currently in a fantasy world, the setting of a Transcender was simply unreal. 

Moreover, he did not have any idea as to how to break through dominator-level now, let alone become 

a Transcender. 

“I can only say that I see the possibility within you. However, I can’t be sure whether you’re the person 

in the prediction,” Death Spring said honestly. 

“Thanks for your honesty and expectations.” Lin Huang smiled. 

t’s because you’re the only one who survived after encountering Aza’s fleshly clone after so many 

years,” Death Spring explained further. 

have another question.” Lin Huang suddenly thought of something else.” Where did the two 

Transcenders, Virtual Sovereign and Originator, go?” 

don’t know. Since suppressing Aza and the rest, Virtual Sovereign has not been seen. He has mentioned 

Originator before, but we’ve never seen Him, nor do we know 

where He is.” 

“Did Virtual Sovereign say anything else before He went missing?” Lin Huang asked further. 

“He told me to guard the virtual realm well and not to interfere with the matters of the infinite universe. 

I don’t know if He said anything to the others.” Death Spring did not 

seem to be hiding anything. 

“Didn’t He tell you how to become a Transcender?” Lin Huang asked while smiling. 

“If He did, would I still be stuck at dominator-level rank-9?” Death Spring said angrily. “I know what 

you’re thinking. Just give it up. I don’t have the ability to help you 

become a Transcender, nor do I know how to become one.” 

“So you brought me here just to chat with you?” Lin Huang mumbled softly. 



“Although I don’t know how to become a Transcender, I can help you elevate your current ability,” 

Death Spring added shortly after, “You killed Aza’s fleshly clone. That will 

accelerate His awakening. I’ll be frank, you don’t have much time.” 

“How much time do I have?” Lin Huang asked immediately. 

“Three years at the shortest, and ten years at the longest!” Death Spring said in a confident manner, 

“His Primordium will definitely wake up within ten years! At that point, 

it would mean war for the entire infinite universe, and even the virtual realm.”. 

Chapter 1844 Death Spring’s Plan 

 

“Three years…” Lin Huang frowned lightly. 

Not to mention three years, he did not have the confidence to fight a powerhouse like Aza even if he 

had ten years. 

“It seems that three years is the earliest His Primordium will awaken,” Death Spring proceeded to speak, 

“However, before His Primordium wakes up, countless of His fleshly clones will wake up consecutively. If 

a 

significant number of His fleshly clones die, His Primordium might wake up in advance.” 

Lin Huang could not help but frown even harder when he listened up to this point. 

“Which means it’s possible that he might wake up in one to two years?” 

“That’s right,” Death Spring said with determination. 

have a question,” Lin Huang asked after falling into a moment of silence, “If Aza is pursuing 

transcendence, then can it be that His goal of starting the war has something to do with Transcenders?” 

only know that He wants to refine the infinite universe’s Great Chaotic Heavenly Dao,” Death Spring 

explained, “In order to refine a Great Chaotic Heavenly Dao, there’s a condition, whereby one would 

need enough 

haotic cosmoses from the infinite universe. Theoretically, the more chaotic cosmoses are integrated, the 

higher the success rate of His refining of the Great Chaotic Heavenly Dao. Therefore, there won’t be any 

mcontaminated land in the infinite universe once He awakens. All of the chaotic cosmoses will become 

the target of His integration. All of the dominator-level powerhouses will become His prey.” 

“Whether or not He will become a Transcender after refining the Great Chaotic Heavenly Dao, I’m not 

certain,” Death Spring continued to say, “In reality, I have my doubts if He can achieve this using this 

method.” 

“Even for dominator-level rank-9 powerhouses, there’s a limit to the number of chaotic cosmoses we 

can integrate. Meanwhile, there are endless chaotic cosmoses in the infinite universe. There are more 

added to it 

each minute and every second. It’s impossible to control the unlimited when one’s ability is limited.” 

Looking at this from the viewpoint of an outsider, even if He got lucky and refined the Great Chaotic 

Heavenly Dao, it’s uncertain whether he’d successfully become a Transcender.” 



“Weill talk about that later.” Lin Huang shook his head. “The key factor is that the method He has 

chosen is in direct conflict with our means of living.” 

“That’s right. Not only that, He’s determined to go all the way.” Death Spring’s tone contained an aura 

of helplessness. 

The two of them chatted for a little bit, and Lin Huang had finally shifted the focus to himself. 

“You said you have a method to elevate my ability quickly. What’s the method?” 

“I’ve removed Aza’s thought remnant left behind on that piece of flesh, but the connection with Aza 

hasn’t been cut off completely.” The ink-black crystal in front Death Spring was spinning slowly. “I can 

transform it 

into your clone and send it into Aza’s dreamland. The time in the outside world would stay the same 

when your clone integrates chaotic cosmoses inside it.” 

“Wouldn’t Aza find out?” Lin Huang raised a doubt. 

“He’s in deep sleep, and His consciousness is in a mess. Given that this is His flesh after all, He wouldn’t 

really care even if He noticed. However, there are risks to everything. I can’t guarantee that nothing will 

happen.” 

“Also, although the time in the outside world would remain the same, the fleshly clone has a time limit 

in maintaining its form. As refining chaotic cosmoses will drain it, this one in front of us can only last for 

approximately 100,000 years before it is exhausted.” 

“Not only that, it’s different from your nature. This fleshly clone’s integration can only be via forced 

integration.” 

“Forced integration?” Lin Huang frowned again. 

“You don’t have to feel mentally burdened. The chaotic cosmoses in Aza’s dreamland are basically 

Abyssal cosmoses that have been contaminated completely. Only Abyssal creatures would survive in 

them,” Death 

Spring explained further. 

Lin Huang was relieved to hear that. 

He might really be concerned if they were chaotic cosmoses with humans living inside them. 

However, it would be much simpler to handle chaotic cosmos with Abyssal creatures everywhere. Even 

if the Heavenly Dao went berserk, he would not need to care about causing casualties to the locals. All 

he had to 

do was to integrate them forcefully. 

Since they were Abyssal chaotic cosmoses, he could even skip the process of using his clone to 

assimilate the chaotic cosmoses. 

“Are there any side-effects to such integration?” Lin Huang could not help but ask. 

“The side-effect is that you’ll need some time to cleanse the Abyssal energy,” Death Spring responded 

immediately, “It might be something troublesome to others, but it shouldn’t be for you.” 



Lin Huang understood that Death Spring had found out that he possessed Eternity Fire in his body when 

he heard those words. 

He was not surprised about that. He was at dominator-level rank-9 after all. Moreover, Death Spring was 

likely in possession of a great amount of origin information. It made sense that he knew about a 

traveler’s 

Goldfinger. 

“Apart from this, I can even provide you with all of the information. You can use any of the origin 

information in the Death Spring at any time.” 

“Do you really believe that I’m the person in Virtual Sovereign’s prediction?” Lin Huang thought Death 

Spring had given everything he could to support him. 

“It’s not that I believe that you’re the person in the prediction. It’s just that I must try everything I can to 

stop Aza,” Death Spring said honestly. 

“Alright then…” Lin Huang rubbed his nose awkwardly. It turned out he had flattered himself. 

“If you have no other questions, we’ll begin now.” The ink-black crystal floated over to Lin Huang as 

Death Spring spoke, “Insert a sliver of your God’s soul into it.” 

Lin Huang did as He said immediately. He inserted a silver of God’s soul as he held the crystal with two 

fingers. 

He then flicked it back to Death Spring, who was in the form of a golden pupil. 

The next second, the sparkles in Death Spring gathered into a stream. It poured into Aza’s flesh that was 

in the form of a black crystal. 

At the same time, golden sigils lit up on the surface of the crystal. 

As the sigils swirled, they soon began to penetrate the depths of crystal. 

Not long after, the entire crystal was filled with sigils from the inside out. 

At that point, the crystal began to melt slowly, regaining its crimson fleshly appearance. 

It did not stop squirming. It stretched out countless small tentacles and quickly constructed a human 

form. 

Lin Huang, who had been observing the transformation, could not help but raise his brow when he saw 

that. 

The reason being was that he saw himself in the human form, whose face had not been formed 

completely. 

As expected, within two to three breaths of time, a man was completely formed. It looked exactly the 

same as Lin Huang, apart from the fact that it was naked. 

Lin Huang spread out his Divine Telekinesis over it and could not help but frown lightly. The reason being 

was that he did not sense its aura at all. 

Although the person looked exactly like him, its aura was just like a pure Abyssal creature. 



“I merely copied your appearance to show you.” Death Spring seemed to see through Lin Huang’s 

doubts and explained, “Its nature is still that of an Abyssal creature, but it’s under your control. It will 

listen to your 

command perfectly. Regarding the appearance, you can alter it as you like. You can try it yourself.” 

Lin Huang nodded and tested it out immediately. 

With a thought, the clone’s appearance changed right away. 

At first, it turned into Bai, and then into Tyrant, Kylie and even Charcoal… No matter what it changed to, 

its aura remained that of the aura of an Abyssal creature. Not only that, it was the most ferocious 

Abyssal 

creature. 

“I hid the God’s soul you inserted in the deepest part of its soul. Unless He spreads His Divine Telekinesis 

to dig deep into its soul, even Aza will not discover anything unusual within a short period of time,” 

Death 

Spring added. 

“Alright.” Lin Huang nodded in satisfaction. “So how does it go into Aza’s dreamland?” 

“That’s simple.” As soon as Death Spring was done speaking, the fleshly clone shut its eyes 

automatically. 

The next second, Lin Huang instantly sensed a commotion coming from the sliver of God’s soul in the 

clone…. 

Chapter 1845 Elevating to Rank-6! 

 

With a thought, Lin Huang shared the clone’s vision. 

He saw chaotic cosmoses that had been completely contaminated by the Abyss. 

The aura Aza’s Primordium left behind had almost spread all over the sky. 

Lin Huang’s fleshly clone had Abyssal Power all over its body. It blended into such an environment. 

He spread out his Divine Telekinesis and very soon locked onto the first chaotic cosmos. He sent over his 

will projection directly. 

This chaotic cosmos was of a similar size as the universe. 

However, compared to the universe, this chaotic cosmos had transformed into an Abyss entirely. Apart 

from Abyssal creatures and monsters that had been contaminated with Abyssal energy, there were no 

normal 

living beings at all. 

Lin Huang did not even find the aura of a normal living being at all as he spread out his Divine 

Telekinesis. 

His fleshly clone had a combat strength of limit dominator-level rank-5. However, the will projection was 

only at dominator-level rank-1. 



The chaotic cosmos that was completely contaminated did not have a Dominator. Therefore, even a 

dominator-level rank-1 will projection was enough to rule over the entire chaotic cosmos. 

Meanwhile, this chaotic cosmos had been contaminated by Abyssal energy entirely. The contamination 

had the same source as Lin Huang’s fleshly clone, which resulted in him not needing to spend any time 

assimilating this chaotic cosmos. 

As he spread out his Divine Telekinesis, he soon captured signs of this chaotic cosmos’s Heavenly Dao. 

The next second, his will projection arrived in front of the Heavenly Dao directly. 

Before the Heavenly Dao could react, his will projections’s Kingdom descended directly, enveloping the 

Heavenly Dao. 

Later on, the will projection returned to the fleshly clone, while the clone began the forced integration 

process. 

Time continued to pass. The fleshly clone spent almost three months integrating with this chaotic 

cosmos’ Heavenly Dao completely. 

This chaotic cosmos finally became a part of the fleshly clone’s Kingdom. 

“It takes three months?” Lin Huang could not help but mumble softly. 

It had to be said that the integration efficiency of the fleshly clone was much lower than Lin Huang doing 

it personally. Moreover, he had already skipped the step of assimilating the entire chaotic cosmos. 

On the other hand, he only needed ten minutes at most when his Primordium integrated with a chaotic 

cosmos. Most of the time, he would not even need ten minutes. The integration process was finished in 

seven to 

eight minutes. 

The forced integration process was just too slow in comparison. 

However, no matter how much time was spent on the forced integration process of the chaotic cosmos 

in here, the time in the outside world was paused. 

This fact alone made Lin Huang ignore the boring integration process. 

After completing the integration of the first chaotic cosmos, he soon locked onto the second chaotic 

cosmos. 

It was not that he was unwilling to create more will projections, but he only had a sliver of God’s soul in 

this fleshly clone. It was only enough for him to create one will projection. He could not even 

consolidate a 

second will projection. 

He could only integrate chaotic cosmoses one by one. 

Death Spring had explained this limitation as well. 

He had only stored a tiny sliver of Lin Huang’s God’s soul to prevent the fleshly clone’s aura from 

appearing unusual. This was Aza’s Primordium’s dreamland after all. He was extra sensitive to the aura 



coming from the 

outside world. If he inserted slightly more God’s soul, it would increase the possibility of Him finding out 

by a hundredfold. 

Therefore, Lin Huang could only give up on the idea of storing more God’s soul energy and creating 

more will projections. 

Time passed by in the dreamland. 

The fleshly clone’s speed of refinement of a chaotic cosmos was basically fixed. It was approximately 

three months. Sometimes it took a shorter time, around two months or so, and sometimes it took 

longer, close to 

four months. 

Though it was slow, throughout those 100,000 years, the clone had refined over 400,000 chaotic 

cosmoses. It possessed over 420,000 chaotic cosmoses now. 

This was close to ten-fold of the number of chaotic cosmoses Lin Huang’s Primordium had integrated. 

The fleshly clone was finally exhausted after 100,000 years. 

Just as the clone was disintegrating, Lin Huang recalled it. 

Although 100,000 years had passed in Aza’s dreamland, in the Death Spring, time had stopped at the 

moment the fleshly clone entered the dreamland. 

As soon as the clone returned, Lin Huang integrated its Kingdom into his own Kingdom. 

As it was his clone, the integration process was completed quickly. 

It was done within ten minutes. The chaotic cosmoses’ Heavenly Daos in the clone’s Kingdom sensed the 

Ultimate Heavenly Dao in Lin Huang’s body. They began the integration process automatically. 

Eternity Fire did not stay idle. It had been busy absorbing the Abyssal energy in the hundreds of 

thousands of chaotic cosmoses. 

Meanwhile, Lin Huang’s aura was increasing along with the number of Kingdoms integrated. It was 

growing continuously. 

Within half a day, the number of chaotic cosmoses in his body had broken through to 100,000. His 

combat strength had skyrocketed to dominator-level rank-6 directly. 

However, this was far from the end. 

Throughout these few days, the number of chaotic cosmoses in his Kingdom had broken through to 

100,000, and this number was still growing. 

A hundred thousand! 

Two hundred thousand! 

Three hundred thousand! 

Four hundred thousand! 



It finally stopped after it had reached slightly over 460,000. 

Lin Huang had merely stayed inside the Death Spring for less than four days, and the number of chaotic 

cosmoses in his body had increased ten-fold, while his combat strength had been elevated by a rank. He 

was at 

dominator-level rank-6 now. 

Naturally, he did not expect such gains. 

“Seems like Aza’s fleshly clones are great stuff…” Lin Huang could not help but mumble softly, “I’ll get to 

dominator-level rank-7 directly if 1 get my hands on one or two more. At this rate, perhaps I’d only need 

some 20 

fleshly clones in order to elevate to dominator-level rank-8.” 

“You wish,” Death Spring who was beside him could not help but say, “If you really killed 20 of Aza’s 

fleshly clones, I speculate that He will wake up within a year.” 

“Though He’s in a state of deep sleep, He can sense the death of His clones. It’ll accelerate His 

awakening.” 

“I’m just saying.” Lin Huang chuckled awkwardly. 

Dreams were always beautiful, but reality was cruel. 

“Set the coordinates with the Gate of All Realms. Teleport yourself here directly when you obtain Aza’s 

fleshly clone again,” Death Spring said generously, “I’ll help you deal with it.” 

“Thanks, senior!” Lin Huang thanked him immediately. 

“I’ve said and done everything I should. You can leave if you have no more questions. Although you have 

a shortcut now, you shouldn’t neglect the integration of chaotic cosmoses with your Primordium. Every 

second 

counts for the grudge we have with Aza!” 

“Got it.” Lin Huang nodded as he responded. 

The two chatted for a little bit. Lin Huang got Death Spring to send him back to the material realm after 

asking a few more questions.. 

Chapter 1846: Elevating at Lightning Speed! 

 

After returning to the infinite universe, Lin Huang merely spent a few minutes adapting to his newly 

elevated combat strength, after which he began a new round of chaotic cosmos integration. 

His Kingdom elevated again since his combat strength had elevated to dominator-level rank-6. It could 

contain more chaotic cosmoses now. 

Lin Huang tried to increase the number of will projections from ten to a hundred. Soon, he realized that 

there was no sense of burden on his Kingdom at all when the 100 will projections integrated the chaotic 

cosmoses. 



Therefore, he quickly increased the number of the will projections to 200. 

He soon found out that there was still no burden on his Kingdom. Their integration speed was not 

affected at all. 

Thus, he continued to create more and more will projections. 

Three hundred! 

Four hundred! 

Five hundred! 

When the number of will projections reached 500, an intense sense of burden was felt on his Kingdom. 

At the same time, all of the integrations of the will projections with the chaotic cosmoses began to slow 

down. 

They had only needed seven to eight minutes to complete each integration initially. Now, their 

integration efficiency had dropped by at least ten-fold. 

Lin Huang removed 50 will projections immediately, leaving only 450 will projections behind. 

The integration speed finally normalized again. 

He had also sensed that his Kingdom seemed to be full when the 450 will projections were performing 

the integration at the same time. 

However, since time was tight now, he wanted to test the limits of his Kingdom. Therefore, he created 

ten more will projections, bringing the total to 460. 

At that point, he finally sensed that this should be the limit that his Kingdom could bear. 

Considering that he needed to spare some strength to handle some unforeseen circumstances, he did 

not continue to create more will projections. He began to focus all he had on refining the chaotic 

cosmoses. 

The 460 will projections performed integration at the same time. Within a day, they had increased the 

number of chaotic cosmoses in Lin Huang’s body by over 80,000. 

The increased number of chaotic cosmoses were continuing to feed his Kingdom. 

Lin Huang could clearly sense that the burden on his Kingdom had lightened significantly after a day. 

On the second day after the integration began, he decisively created more will projections. 

He increased the number to 500 again. This time, nothing happened to the Kingdom. The integration 

efficiency of the will projections was not affected at all. 

After the second day, Lin Huang had integrated more chaotic cosmoses again. He had gained over 

90,000 chaotic cosmoses in a single day. 

Sensing the Kingdom’s burden lightening, he decisively increased the number of will projections again. 

He increased the number to 600. 



His Kingdom remained in a normal state throughout this round of integration. The will projections’ 

integration efficiency did not drop at all. 

Throughout that day, Lin Huang integrated close to 110,000 chaotic cosmoses. 

He would increase the number of will projections every day after that. 

The number of chaotic cosmoses he integrated with would increase day by day. 

By the time the fifth day had almost ended, the number of chaotic cosmoses in his body had finally 

broken through to a million. 

His physical body, God’s soul and Kingdom transformed again. He was elevated to dominator-level rank-

7! 

Lin Huang, who had elevated to dominator-level rank-7, increased the number of will projections to 

1,000 and began a new round of integration. 

On the first day, close to 200,000 chaotic cosmoses were added to his body. 

On the second day, he increased the number of will projections to 1,200 without hesitation. 

Throughout that day, 220,000 chaotic cosmoses were added to his body. 

From then on, he would increase the number of will projections every day. He would create at least 200 

more each time. 

He integrated more and more chaotic cosmoses every day. 

Within four days, the number of chaotic cosmoses in his body had doubled. There were two million 

chaotic cosmoses now. 

Two days later, Lin Huang finally encountered a second fleshly clone of Aza. 

This clone was similar to the one that he had encountered previously. It was at the limit of dominator-

level rank-5. 

However, Lin Huang was no longer the same as he was ten days ago. He suppressed the Aza’s fleshly 

clone directly with a flip of his hand. 

He then passed through the Gate of All Realms and returned to the death spring directly. 

Death Spring was stunned at first when He saw Lin Huang appear there. He could not help but exclaim 

after seeing him. 

“It’s only been less than ten days and you’ve already elevated to dominator-level rank-7?! Didn’t you 

encounter any plateaus?!” 

In reality, Death Spring had learned about Lin Huang’s past. He knew that he had stunning combat 

strength elevation speed. 

However, Death Spring still found it incredible when he saw how fast he actually was. It was far beyond 

his expectations. 



Lin Huang merely smiled. “My body is quite special, that’s all.’ 

Death Spring’s golden pupil could not help but roll back. 

Lin Huang did not bother to delay. He took out Aza’s fleshly clone that he had just suppressed and got 

Death Spring to handle it. 

Death Spring did not go back on his words. He handled it and transformed it into Lin Huang’s fleshly 

clone again. He then put it inside Aza’s dreamland. 

This time, the clone helped Lin Huang to obtain close to 500,000 chaotic cosmoses in the dreamland. 

To others, the number of chaotic cosmoses he obtained would undoubtedly be a massive gain. 

However, to the current Lin Huang, it had only saved him a day of his time. 

Nevertheless, it was better than nothing. 

After saying goodbye to Death Spring, Lin Huang went into integration mode again. 

Close to a week later, he encountered another of Aza’s fleshly clones. 

At that point, he had more than nine million chaotic cosmoses. He was not far from elevating to 

dominator-level rank-8. 

Death Spring was shocked again when he returned. 

He could sense the rough number of chaotic cosmoses Lin Huang had integrated in his body. 

He really could not understand the reason why Lin Huang’s speed of chaotic cosmos integration would 

increase so rapidly like that. 

Lin Huang, who had gained another 500,000 chaotic cosmoses, returned to the infinite universe again. 

After spending less than half a day, the number of chaotic cosmoses in his body had broken through the 

ten million mark. 

His Kingdom, and the particles in his body and God’s soul transformed again. He was elevated to 

dominator-level rank-8! 

However, he did not stop just yet. His goal was to get to dominator-level rank-9, In reality, dominator-

level rank-9 was not enough. He had to be more powerful! 

The reason being was that his enemy was not an ordinary dominator-level rank-9 powerhouse. 

As soon as he elevated to dominator-level rank-8, he increased the number of his will projections again. 

He increased them to 10,000 at once. 

The new round of integration soon began! 

Although the process was dull, Lin Huang did not find it boring at all. 

As he integrated more and more chaotic cosmoses, he could clearly feel that he was becoming stronger 

almost every minute and second. 



He even began to forget about Aza. Every day, he was just thinking of exceeding his previous self…. 

Chapter 1847 The Plan Before the War 

Please enter the transla Just like that, half a month passed by. On the 15th day, the will projections he 

released had broken through the 100,000-mark. 

Within merely a day, the over 100,000 will 

cosmoses. 

At that point, the number of chaotic cosmoses he had integrated finally broke through the 100 million-

mark. He officially stepped into the ranks of dominator-level rank-9 powerhouses. 

Lin Huang finally felt relieved. 

Achieving dominator-level rank-9 meant that his combat strength had reached the threshold to 

challenge Aza. 

However, he knew that it was far from enough. 

Yes, Aza was also at dominator-level rank-9. However, His real ability definitely surpassed his own, who 

had just been elevated to dominator-level rank-9. 

Lin Huang did not stop integrating more chaotic cosmoses just yet. Although he did not know what the 

limit of his Kingdom was, he would not stop completely, at least not before his Kingdom had reached its 

limit. 

However, he diverted some of his attention elsewhere. 

Considering that Aza’s clones would initiate their own wars before Aza started the war officially, he 

thought it was necessary for him to cultivate his combat power to fight Him. 

At least when that happened, he could spend most of his attention on integrating more chaotic 

cosmoses instead of wasting time getting rid of Aza’s miscellaneous underlings. 

After thinking about it, Lin Huang contacted Bloody and Grimace. 

He passed all of the related information to them and told them about his idea to cultivate combat 

power. 

Bloody was the first to speak after skimming through all of the information. 

“I feel that there is no need for you to restrain the Kingdom’s time flow acceleration. A crisis is coming. 

Aza’s Primordium might wake up within a year. Given such circumstances, you can absolutely set the 

time flow acceleration to its maximum limit.” 

“Since I was elevated to dominator-level, the time flow acceleration in the Great Heaven Palace would 

have tripled every time I was elevated to a new rank. I’m at dominator-level rank-9 now. The highest it 

can go is 6.561 billion times. Do you mean I should accelerate the time flow acceleration to 6.561 billion 

times directly?” Lin Huang asked while raising his brows. 



“Do that. We don’t have time,” Bloody said with determination, “What we need the most now is the top 

combat power at dominator-level. Not everyone can elevate their combat strength as fast as you do. 

Even for the most talented powerhouses with sufficient potential, they would spend hundreds of billions 

of years to achieve dominator-level rank-1 at the earliest. There are even people who spend hundreds of 

billions of years to achieve dao-level.” Lin Huang was still worried after listening. “Of course I 

understand what you’re getting at. The problem is, over 200 years would pass in the Kingdom when one 

second passes in the outside world if the time flow acceleration is six billion times. If a minute passes in 

the outside world, it would be 12,000 years in the Kingdom. If something goes wrong and I fail to notice 

for a couple of seconds, it might be too late to remedy the situation.” 

“Get Heavenly Dao to monitor the Kingdom. Nothing overly major will happen. If you’re still worried, 

leave a clone behind to monitor the situation,” Bloody suggested. 

“Alright then,” Lin Huang agreed after giving it some thought. 

“Secondly, I think Emperor’s Heart’s modification on the gravel world can be spread to the entire 

Kingdom,” Bloody continued. 

“Are you talking about… the world setting of farming?!” Lin Huang’s eyes lit up when he heard her 

words. 

“Yes. Even though it’s crude, it can accelerate the speed of cultivating many cultivators. Increasing the 

cardinal number of cultivators significantly is the equivalent to increasing the number of dominator-level 

powerhouses in the future.” 

“That’s a great idea indeed,” Lin Huang agreed while nodding. He had begun to think about how to 

modify the rules in the Kingdom. 

To a dominator-level powerhouse, a modification of rules in the Kingdom was considered an easy task. 

He just had to be careful with the details. 

“I’ll discuss with Grimace on the exact modifications later and send them to you afterward,” Bloody 

picked up the responsibility before waiting for Lin Huang to speak. 

“Sure.” Lin Huang initially thought he would have to come up with the outline first before getting Bloody 

to amend it and fill in the details. Now it seemed that he did not even have to come up with the outline 

anymore. “Thirdly, create an atmosphere of competition. Don’t limit it to just the Bug Tribe and Abyssal 

creatures, make all the tribes compete. Even better, make them all compete internally.” 

Lin Huang was confused when he heard her words. 

Bloody continued immediately, “The competition I’m talking about is primarily healthy competition. 

Organize all sorts of combat competitions, including individual competitions and group competitions. 

Create rankings for all of the competitions, then give out rewards appropriately. Apart from internal 

competitions, run inter-tribe competitions, rank them and give out rewards.” “On one hand, such 

competitions and rankings can fortify everyone’s sense of competition. On the other hand, it will also 

elevate everyone’s combat ability. Not only that, such healthy competition will reduce the prevalence of 

vicious competitions. As everyone is focused on the healthy forms of competition, the conflicts of 

interest between tribes will be reduced.” 



“I think that’s an amazing idea.” 

Lin Huang nodded in satisfaction when he heard that. He had never thought of that. 

tal 

In reality, many places had similar competitions and rankings. However, they basically only existed as 

entertainment. They were never taken seriously. Moreover, real powerhouses did not bother to 

participate in such competitions. They would only think that it was childish. 

However, if it was promoted on a large scale, and coupled with the atmosphere and tempting 

to participate. 

Not only that, just like what Bloody said, there were no battles to fight among the tribes in his Kingdom. 

Such competitions could indeed increase everyone’s real combat ability. 

No matter what, at that point, there would be individual competitions, team competitions, group 

competitions and even war simulations on varying scales. It would be a rehearsal for Aza’s clones’ 

invasion. 

“The fourth thing is to focus on cultivating more on geniuses and talents, especially those people that 

have the potential to get to dominator-level. Apart from resources, give them all sorts of teachings. 

Grow them at the fastest speed possible and guide them onto the right path,” Bloody continued to say. 

“This can be combined with the third point you mentioned earlier. The real talents and geniuses would 

definitely stand out in the competitions. It’s only a matter of time.” Lin Huang nodded lightly. “The third 

point you raised can actually be a great filtering system.” 

Bloody gave over ten suggestions consecutively. Lin Huang basically agreed to all of them. Her ideas 

were much more comprehensive than what he had thought about. 

When Bloody was done speaking, he turned his head to look at Grimace with a smile. “Is there anything 

that you’d like to add?” 

“She has basically said everything I want to say,” Grimace said angrily, “However, I have a few minor 

suggestions.” 

“Do tell.” Lin Huang raised his brows lightly. Grimace’s intelligence was no lower than Bloody’s. 

Moreover, he sometimes had a strange angle of looking at things, so Lin Huang was excited for what he 

was going to say. 

“Firstly, I think that, given the presence of a threat like Aza, we can actually make other enemies our 

friends.” Grimace paused slightly and glanced at Lin Huang before continuing, “Such as the Bug Tribe, 

fiends as well as those that have been contaminated by Abyssal energy, but still possess consciousness 

and have built their own tribes…” 

Lin Huang held his chin and thought for a moment after listening, before nodding. “It sounds like a great 

suggestion indeed.” 



“I think that it’s feasible too. The reason being is that, given your current ability, you can totally talk to 

the highest leader of those tribes directly. Also, they probably won’t want to see the infinite universe 

become Aza’s private territory,” Bloody agreed as well. 

“Secondly, I think we can wake up some of the old geezers who are sleeping in their coffins…” Grimace 

grinned. 

Lin Huang and Bloody were speechless when they heard that. 

ation 

Chapter 1848 The Bug Horde’s Will Comes 

Over the next few days, while continuing to release more will projections to integrate chaotic cosmoses, 

Lin Huang was modifying the rules of the Kingdom in his body. 

The first modification would be the time flow acceleration. 

He increased the initial time flow acceleration of one million times to the limit of the Great Heaven 

Palace, which was 6.561 billion times. 

Under that time flow acceleration, a day in the outside world would be close to 18 million years in his 

Kingdom. 

The many powerhouses in his Kingdom would obtain a significant boost in their abilities by the time 

each day passed in the outside world under such an extreme time flow acceleration. 

After modifying the time flow acceleration, the second thing Lin Huang modified was the elevation rule 

in his Kingdom. 

He changed the entire Kingdom to farming mode. 

Naturally, he would need to use Emperor’s Heart’s initial setting to perform the modification. As Bloody 

and Grimace worked together, the rule improved significantly. For instance, they initially needed to kill 

monsters of higher grade than them in order to elevate. Now it was amended so that they could elevate 

as long as they killed enough monsters of the same grade. 

There were some other similar modifications, with the primary goal of decreasing the difficulty of 

combat strength elevation in order to develop more cultivators and cultivate more powerhouses. 

The third setting was naturally the competitions that Bloody had brought up. 

Lin Huang got Heavenly Dao to make all sorts of leaderboards, putting levels in the individual and group 

rankings. 

There were leaderboards for regular cultivators from transcendent-level to god-level, even all the way 

up to dominator-level. 

Not only that, each planet would have their own leaderboards. Beyond that, it was expanded to star 

zones, mini worlds, great worlds, all the way to the entire chaotic universe. The entire Kingdom had 

different leaderboards. 



In order to create an atmosphere of competition, the leaderboards of all sorts were spread to all corners 

in Lin Huang’s Kingdom. Heavenly Dao even did the statistics and crunched the numbers for the 

leaderboards on its own. It was impossible that there would be anything missing or any mistakes. 

Meanwhile, Lin Huang’s clones would only need to focus on the people who ranked at the top of the 

leaderboards to find if there were any worthy successors. Apart from the leaderboards, Lin Huang used 

the Heavenly Dao Power to inform all organizations about the competitions, while also promising 

handsome rewards. 

For instance, those ordinary cultivators who ranked at the top would be given annual resources to 

elevate them to transcendent-level easily. Those who ranked on the transcendence leaderboard would 

be given sufficient annual resources to elevate them to virtual god-level… 

Not only that, the organizations that cultivated talents and geniuses would be given appropriate 

resources as a reward. 

Apart from individual competitions, there were also two, three, five, ten and twenty-person team 

competitions. There were also war simulation competitions and survival competitions of varying scales. 

To lower the death rate, Lin Huang even got Yang Ling and Lin Xin to work together. They used their 

Goldfingers to create a virtual chaotic cosmos. Everyone could participate in all sorts of virtual 

competitions, as well as all sorts of rankings in the virtual cosmos… 

Those geniuses who stood out on the leaderboards would basically receive a large amount of resources. 

Lin Huang’s clone would even select a few people that he thought were good every now and then and 

get them to join the Sword Alliance for better resources and training. 

At that moment, the Kingdom in his body had come to life. 

Aside from humans, Protoss, Fairies, Dragon Tribe… All of the tribes seemed to be stimulated. 

All the tribes and organizations began to participate and vie for the resources. 

Lin Huang even invited some of the tribes that had enmity with humans previously. 

The only ones that were not invited were the Abyssal creatures and the Bug Tribe. 

Lin Huang stared at the few Bug Tribe Monster Cards in his hand and finally crushed them after thinking 

for a long time. He unsealed them. 

The Queen Mothers and Bug Kings were clearly relieved to have been released. 

They had thought that they might have been sealed forever due to the bug horde’s will. “Master.” They 

greeted Lin Huang immediately when they saw him standing there. 

“I need to communicate with the bug horde’s will. Do you guys have any way to do so?” The group of 

Bug Tribe monsters looked terrible as soon as they heard what Lin Huang said. 

A moment later, Queen Mother Shasha took the initiative to walk out. “I can use our bodies as the 

medium to summon a clone of the bug horde’s will.” 



“You don’t have sufficient ability to bear the clone of the bug horde’s will yet.” Lin Huang pointed his 

finger between Shasha’s brows as soon as he was done speaking. 

The next second, her combat strength began to skyrocket. 

She broke through to lord-level and then stepped into dao-level. 

Then she broke through to minor dao-level, major dao-level, and heavenly dao-level. 

In the end, her combat strength halted at the limit of heavenly dao-level rank-9. She was only a step 

away from elevating to dominator-level. 

The entire process only took less than one minute. 

All of the Bug Tribe monsters around were dumbstruck when they saw that. 

They thought that it was bad news that Lin Huang brought this matter up. Never had they imagined that 

it was something good. 

Before Shasha could fully sense the changes in her physical body and God’s soul, Lin Huang mumbled, 

“Omniscience rank-7 might not be enough to attract the bug horde’s will to come…” 

He pointed his finger again as he spoke. 

Shasha’s body began to transform into a cocoon at speed that was visible to the naked eye. After that, 

time seemed to have been accelerated. The golden giant cocoon cracked open within three minutes, 

and Shasha stepped out of it. 

She was already at Aeon rank-8 when she stepped out of the cocoon. 

Her powerful aura was no weaker than a dominator-level rank-1 powerhouse. 

At that moment, an aura was roused deep within her God’s soul. 

Lin Huang smirked. He had covered her with his Divine Telekinesis. 

The aura seemed to sense how powerful he was and attempted to retreat. However, it was already too 

late by the time it discovered Lin Huang. 

“Stop running and come over. There’s something that I need to talk to you about,” Lin Huang spoke 

through voice transmission. 

The will knew that it could not escape, so it could only come over. It took over Shasha’s body. 

A deep blue halo appeared in her eyes. 

After taking a good look at Lin Huang, “Shasha” finally spoke in shock, “A newly elevated dominator-

level rank-9 powerhouse?!” 

Her voice was completely different from Shasha’s. It sounded more like tens of thousands of bug beasts 

talking at the same time. 

same 



“I guess.” Lin Huang nodded while smiling. “Are you the bug horde’s will?” 

“To be exact, I’m just a will clone,” “Shasha” emphasized. 

“He should be able to see that I’m talking to you, right?” Lin Huang glanced at the air behind Shasha as 

he spoke. 

“Yes, my Primordium is watching right now.” “Shasha” nodded lightly. 

“Alright. I can see that your Primordium should be like me, a dominator-level rank-9 powerhouse. I don’t 

like beating around the bush. Since he’s watching, I’ll be straightforward.” 

“Aza is waking up, so I hope that the Bug Tribe will become our ally!” Lin Huang said directly. 

Chapter 1849 Conversation With the Bug Horde’s Will 

“Aza is waking up, so I hope that the Bug Tribe will become our ally!” 

As soon as Lin Huang said that, the bug horde’s will fell silent for a long time. 

Seeing that he did not speak, Lin Huang thought that he should keep the momentum going. He 

continued, “As a dominator-level rank-9 powerhouse, you should already know about Aza. As soon as 

He wakes up, the entire infinite universe will be transformed into a battlefield. When that happens, 

there will be no place left uncontaminated, including your Bug Tribe’s territories.” 

The bug horde’s will spoke slowly after Lin Huang was done speaking, “In the infinite universe, all tribes 

see us as their enemy. To you guys, the Bug Tribe is no different than the Abyssal Tribe under Aza’s 

wing. The enmity we receive is no less than that of the Abyssal Tribe under Aza’s wing.” 

“Of course I’m aware of Aza’s ability. I also have a rough idea about your ability too. To be honest, 

comparing them, I think the odds are better if we work with Aza to fight you guys. Not only that, to us, 

Aza is undoubtedly a better ally. I would like to know what makes you think that I should give up on 

making Aza our ally and choose you guys who have smaller odds?” 

Lin Huang could not help but smile when he heard that. “What you said is correct indeed. Compared to 

us, Aza is a much better ally for the Bug Tribe. However, what if you see things from the other side? 

What do you think Aza thinks of the Bug Tribe? Do you think He’d see the Bug Tribe as a great ally? 

Frankly speaking, do you think He really needs an ally?” 

What Lin Huang said made the bug horde’s will fall into silence again. 

“Aza’s goal is to refine the entire infinite universe’ Heavenly Dao. In order to achieve that, He has to 

integrate enough chaotic cosmoses. Naturally, the effect is the same if He refines dominator-level 

powerhouses’ Kingdoms. He could even save more time that way. Therefore, on a certain level, all of the 

dominator-level powerhouses in the infinite universe are His targets. Especially dominator-level rank-9 

powerhouses like you and I. It’s impossible that He would let us go! The reason being is that, as soon as 

He refines one dominator-level rank-9 powerhouse’s Kingdom, He can save Himself hundreds of millions 

of years of chaotic cosmos integration.” 

“To put it bluntly, apart from a dominator-level rank-9 powerhouse like you, you guys have many 

dominator-level powerhouses that are just ‘food’ to Aza.” 



Seeing that the bug horde’s will did not retort, Lin Huang kept the momentum going. “Therefore, the 

Bug Tribe doesn’t even have the option to become Aza’s ally.” 

“Do we even have the option to become your ally, then?” The bug horde’s will responded in an 

unfriendly manner after a moment of silence. “The low odds aside, even if we got lucky and won, 

without the presence of Aza and His Abyssal Tribe in the entire infinite universe, the Bug Tribe will end 

up as the biggest enemy of all the tribes.” 

Lin Huang asked after falling silent momentarily, “Since you said that, then let me ask you… why do you 

think all of the tribes hate the Bug Tribe?” 

The bug horde’s will fell silent again. It was not that he did not know the answer to Lin Huang’s question, 

but rather that he did not want to answer it. 

“All the tribes hate the Abyssal Tribe under Aza because of the contamination of Abyssal energy. One’s 

consciousness would descend into a frenzy if they became contaminated carelessly. The existence of 

Abyssal creatures is a great threat to everyone. The bottom line is that they’re a threat to everyone’s 

survival.” 

“Meanwhile, one can say that all the tribes hate the Bug Tribe for the same reason. You guys plunder 

without restraint wherever you go. You expand your territories without restraint as well, which destroys 

the territories and resources of other tribes. It’s also a threat to everyone’s survival.” 

“Are you saying we should go against our natural instinct and not plunder and expand?” The bug horde’s 

will scoffed at Lin Huang. 

“I didn’t say that. The reason being is that, among all the tribes, almost every single one has plundered 

and expanded their territories. It could even be said that many tribes are still doing this terrible thing.” 

Lin Huang shook his head. 

“However, I think you guys can exercise control, just like how the other tribes are doing so,” Lin Huang 

continued, “You guys should learn how to maintain a long-term perspective on development, instead of 

devouring all of the resources wherever you go, leaving behind a barren land. The people who arrive 

after that have no way of dealing with it, so they can only let the land remain barren.” 

“If you can restrain the Bug Tribe’s tendency to plunder and expand, though I don’t mean that you guys 

should stop entirely, with restraint, I think we might not have enmity with the Bug Tribe.” 

“You’re just putting things nicely now. After we really become allies and defeat Aza, you’ll definitely 

change. Among all the tribes, you humans are the ones who are always going back on your words,” the 

bug horde’s will said without hesitation. 

IS 

“What do you want me to do in order for you to trust me? Draw up a contact? Or take a Heavenly Dao 

Oath?” Lin Huang really did not want to give up on the Bug Tribe as a potential allied force. 

“It’s useless no matter how you decide to package it. I want substantial benefits.” “Shasha”, who had 

been possessed by the bug horde’s will, stared at Lin Huang while smiling. 

“What substantial benefits?” Lin Huang squinted. “Do tell.” 



“I know you have a unique technique to elevate the bug beasts’ grade” Clearly, the bug horde’s will had 

come prepared. “I want you to increase my grade by one level! Elevate me from rank-9 Eternity to rank-

10 Peerless.” 

Lin Huang raised his eyebrows when he heard that. It made sense that the bug horde’s will knew about 

it. The reason being was that he could definitely read Shasha and the other bug beasts’ memories. 

“I’ll have to apologize in advance. I can’t do it. I can only elevate my own pets,” Lin Huang said honestly. 

“Shasha” stared fixedly at Lin Huang’s face, seemingly trying to see if he was lying. A moment later, the 

bug horde’s will seemed to realize that he was telling the truth, and spoke again. 

“Sure, elevate all of the bug beasts that have a contract with you to rank-10. As long as you can do that, I 

promise to make the Bug Tribe your ally and fight Aza together.” The bug horde’s will finally named His 

request. 

Lin Huang fell silent again. He only spoke again a moment later. “To be honest, I can’t do that as well.” 

Before waiting for the bug horde’s will to speak, Lin Huang continued, “In order to increase the grade of 

my imperial monsters, a large amount of Origin Energy is required. The Origin Energy I have left is only 

enough to elevate two to three imperial monsters to Eternity. It’s far from enough to elevate them 

further, much less more of them.” 

“How about this? I’ll elevate Shasha to rank-9 first. Treat it as a deposit for our collaboration. You can 

think of a way to obtain the required Origin Energy later. As long as you provide me with enough Origin 

Energy, I can elevate all of them to rank-10!” 

The bug horde’s will fell silent and thought for a long time, after which he agreed eventually. “Sure, I’ll 

try to gather Origin Energy. After I do, you’ll elevate all of the bug beasts who have a contract with you 

to rank-10.” “Then… I look forward to working with you.” Lin Huang knew that he had agreed to form an 

alliance with him. 

“Looking forward to working with you!” “Shasha” stretched out her hand to shake Lin Huang’s hand. 

Chapter 1850 Peerless Rank-10 

Lin Huang officially entered into an alliance with the bug horde’s will after elevating Shasha to Eternity 

rank-9. 

In reality, he knew very well that the alliance was already half-successful once he contacted the bug 

horde’s will. 

The bug horde’s will knew very well that Aza did not need an ally, nor would He share the infinite 

universe with anyone. He wanted to be the one and only absolute Dominator. 

Without an alliance, the Bug Tribe would definitely fall when Aza invaded them. 

It was within Bloody’s expectations that the bug horde’s will seized the opportunity to seek advantages. 

His final request was to elevate Shasha and the others to Peerless rank-10. 



Lin Huang suspected that their elevation might cause the bug horde’s will to elevate as well. After all, 

the bug horde’s will admitted himself that he was at Peerless rank-10. 

Regardless, the bug horde’s will’s request was completely within the range of Lin Huang’s ability. As they 

were his imperial monsters, naturally, the more powerful their ability was, the better. 

He did not really care if the bug horde’s will’s ability would elevate significantly as a result. 

Aza’s threat was looming close. Even if the bug horde’s will’s ability elevated significantly, it was 

impossible that he would start a war at such a time. 

The bug horde’s will was still trustworthy, at least until war between Aza and him came to an end. 

Lin Huang was not too worried about what would happen after that. 

If Aza won the war, he would definitely be dead, so he would not concern himself about the bug horde’s 

will. 

If he won the war, then his ability would be no less powerful than Aza’s. Naturally, he would then not 

have to worry about the bug horde’s will betraying him either. 

Although he had come to an agreement with the bug horde’s will, it would definitely take a long time 

before he elevated Shasha and the others to rank-10. The truth was indeed as he said, whereby a large 

amount of Origin Energy was required to elevate the imperial monsters under his wing to rank-10. The 

Origin Energy that he gained earlier was only sufficient for Xiao Hei to elevate one imperial monster to 

rank-9. 

After forming an alliance with the bug horde’s will, Lin Huang immediately felt much more relieved. 

It meant that he could summon the Bug Tribe Queen Mothers and Bug Queens under his wing once 

again. He could also use the Bug Tribe armies again. 

Not only that, when the war started, all of the Bug Tribe beasts in the infinite universe would become 

his allies in the fight against Aza. It was undoubtedly an enormous source of help. After all, the number 

of Bug Tribe beasts was almost equivalent to the total number of all the other tribes’ members. 

Currently, the entire infinite universe finally had a common enemy-Aza and the Abyssal creatures under 

Him. 

For now, Lin Huang continued to send more and more will projections everyday to integrate more 

chaotic cosmoses. 

At the same time, he got the over 200 Nirvana Trees in his body to extract many Origin Energy 

fragments from Death Spring everyday. The over 200 Nirvana Trees had almost become a part of his 

God’s soul. They could even be considered his over 200 God’s soul clones. 

At the same time the large amount of Origin Energy fragments were extracted everyday, he did not stop 

disintegrating and refining these fragments, obtaining large amounts of information and Origin Energy 

from them. 



Naturally, he did not collect Origin Energy to help the bug horde’s will to elevate Shasha and the others’ 

grades in advance, but rather for his imperial monsters apart from the Bug Tribe. 

He had almost drained all of the Origin Energy he accumulated when he elevated Shasha all the way to 

Eternity earlier. In order to elevate his imperial monsters’ grades now, he could only accumulate Origin 

Energy once again. 

Fortunately, the extraction and refinement ability of Origin Energy from the Nirvana Trees in his body 

was far greater than before. 

Within a day, he had accumulated enough Origin Energy to elevate all of his imperial monsters to 

Eternity. 

As soon as Lin Huang accumulated enough Origin Energy, he got his clone in his Kingdom to gather all of 

his imperial monsters, after which he got Xiao Hei to elevate all of them to Eternity rank-9. However, he 

did not accelerate the time flow to hasten their elevation. Instead, he allowed them to form their 

cocoons and break out of them naturally. 

Bai and the others who broke out of their cocoons naturally had their combat strength elevated from 

the limit major dao-level to the limit of heavenly dao-level rank-9. They were only a step away from 

dominator-level. 

Apart from his imperial monsters, Lin Xin and the others, the members from the Sword Alliance, as well 

as his close friends, obtained a large amount of resources too. 

Given the amendment of the rules in his Kingdom, they were elevating quickly. 

Soon, a month had passed in the outside world, while some 500 million years had passed inside his 

Kingdom. 

Many of his Sword Servants had stepped into heavenly dao-level, including Mr. Fu. He had just stepped 

into heavenly dao-level rank-1. This was a level that he had never expected to get to before. 

Meanwhile, Lin Xin, Lin Xuan, Chan Dou and a small number of geniuses had even integrated chaotic 

cosmos and stepped into heavenly dao-level rank-1. 

Lin Huang on the other hand had integrated over 100 billion chaotic cosmoses on the 41st day since he 

stepped into heavenly dao-level rank-9. At the moment, he was increasing the number of his will 

projections by close to 90 million everyday. Due to the significant surge in the number of his will 

projections everyday, the number of chaotic cosmoses he integrated everyday was surging too. 

Approximately a month later, he had integrated more than ten trillion chaotic cosmoses in his body. 

Though this was the case, he still did not sense any signs of his Kingdom reaching its limit. 

As he was not sure how powerful Aza was exactly, he did not stop his integration efforts just yet. 

Everyday, his schedule consisted of sending out more will projections to continue to integrate more 

chaotic cosmoses. 

A few days later, the bug horde’s will had finally appeared in front of him again through Shasha. 



This time, he brought along a large amount of Origin Energy. 

In reality, the Origin Energy was only enough to elevate some ten Queen Mothers or Bug Queens to 

rank-10. 

Lin Huang informed him about that directly. 

Though the bug horde’s will felt helpless, he nodded and agreed to gather more Origin Energy. 

Lin Huang got Xiao Hei to absorb the Origin Energy on the spot and elevated the ten Queen Mothers, 

including Shasha, to Peerless rank-10. 

He could clearly sense that the bug horde’s will’s aura had clearly increased significantly once Shasha 

elevated to rank-10. Clearly, he had obtained great benefits from that. 

Later on, the ten Queen Mothers completed their breakthrough one after the other. 

Each time a Queen Mother completed their elevation, Lin Huang could sense the bug horde’s will 

growing more powerful. 

Although there was no transformational increase like the first time later on, each elevation would 

increase the bug horde’s will’s aura. 

Lin Huang could even clearly sense that the bug horde’s will’s current aura was comparable to his, who 

had integrated trillions of chaotic cosmoses. 

However, the bug horde’s will was still a little weaker compared to him. 

After sending him off, Lin Huang remembered to check the progress of the Nirvana Trees in his body. 

From a glance, he found out that the Nirvana Trees had collected Origin Energy far beyond his 

imagination throughout those two months. 

Without hesitation, he summoned all of his imperial monsters and then contacted Xiao Hei. He elevated 

all of the imperial monsters apart from the Bug Tribe to Peerless rank-10! 

As the elevation to dominator-level was connected to chaotic cosmos integration, although the imperial 

monsters’ grade was elevated, nothing happened to their combat strength. 

Nevertheless, Lin Huang noticed the obvious changes in their Kingdoms. 

Since they had elevated to Peerless rank-10, the Kingdoms in their bodies seemed to have become full. 

Their auras were slightly similar to his. 

Lin Huang was a little suspicious that their Kingdoms might be the same as his, in the sense that they 

would not reach their limits easily. There might even not be a limit at all. 

 


